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strange & charm quark masses 
close to physical

analysis as described in [1] using M1N2B4C1 fits

continuum limit performed
chiral extrapolation with improved definition

dispersive analysis [2]:
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MNBC fit function:
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leading hadronic contribution: 

vacuum polarisation determined 
from correlator of point-split 
vector currents at source and sink 

dispersive analysis [3]:

tau

dispersive analysis [4]:

standard definition
improved definition

anomalous magnetic moments of all three leptons 
compatible with phenomenological values

no signal for disconnected contributions found so far
computations at physical point confirm results from chiral 
extrapolations with improved definition

All-mode-averaging

Comparison of light-quark contributions
results at physical point obtained with standard 
definition and same analsis as in [1] using 
M1N3B4C1 fits due to higher statistics

agree with extrapolated values on 
two- and four-flavour ensembles

Notation of Padé Fits as in [5]
[N,N] Padé fit function:

[N-1,N] Padé fit function:
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obtained with point-split vector currents at source and sink

due to large fluctuations no     
dependence visible

tried: estimating both loops stochastically with volume sources 
         computing source loop exactly and using volume sources
          only for the other one    

Disconnected contributions 
smaller in magnitude than 
contributions from quark -
connected diagrams.

next steps: local current correlator, time diluted sources, spin-
colour dilution, all-mode-averaging
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The muon anomalous magnetic moment constitutes a prime candidate to possibly 
detect new physics beyond the standard model, since a 3 to 4 standard deviations 
discrepancy has been observed between its experimental and theoretical values. 
The dominant uncertainty originates from its hadronic contributions. Here, we 
show our results for the four-flavour leading hadronic contributions to the 
anomalous magnetic moments of all three leptons, being sensitive to very different 
momentum regions. Additionally, we confirm the results of our earlier chiral 
extrapolations by computing the light-quark contributions at the physical point. 
Furthermore, our attempts to reduce remaining systematic as well as statistical 
errors are described by showing the status of investigations of disonnected 
contributions, different fitting strategies, and the all-mode-averaging technique.

Introduction
Comparison of MN fits and Padé fits in low-momentum region

perform correlated Padé fits & uncorrelated MN fits (strong curvature of 
vacuum polarisation towards zero momentum) up to 
compare fit results by pull with respect to [1,1] Padé fit: 

constraints:

rho mass determined from correlated fit of 
vector meson correlator:

Systematic uncertainty due to 
different fit functions comparable 
to statistical uncertainty.

Result obtained with 
continuation method as in [6]

electron

Nf = 2+1+1 fermions 

Nf = 2 fermions at the physical point

same
summation up to 

different analysis strategies and all-mode-averaging at 
physical point under examination

Nf = 2 test ensemble

Tuning AMA parameters at physical 
point not yet completed

All-mode-averaging provides an 
error reduction by a factor 4 on 
test ensemble.

all-mode-averaging as described in [7]  
NG = 16, stopping condition 

200 configurations, 12 samples 
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